EUROMED AGENDA

8 June 2020
25th Meeting of the UfM Regional Platform in R&I Online

9 June 2020
Majalat Webinars integrating the COVID-19 impact "Youth" Online

15 - 16 June 2020
UN Global Compact Virtual Leaders Summit Online

17 June 2020
UfM WEBINAR - Access to Finance Online

29 June 2020
BUSINESSMED Workshop on Support to Project Development Online

BUSINESSMED NEWS

BUSINESSMED invited to participate to the MENA-OECD Business Advisory Board’s (BAB) webinar on COVID-19 Pandemic Crisis Response.

Participation of BUSINESSMED to the new UfM initiative "Innovation & Employability Nexus in the Mediterranean"

BUSINESSMED attended a webinar on the EU budgetary Process for the period (2021-2017)

Read more news...

MEMBERS' NEWS

Within the framework of (WISE) project, of which FEI is a partner, USAID - has developed a guide to help private sector institutions develop crisis management and business

Utica: The "Fédération Nationale du Numérique" launches a webinar on the theme "The post-Covid-19 digital sector, stakes and challenges".

Carlo Bonomi elected president of CONFINDUSTRIA for the four year period 2020-2024

CGEM and EBRD join forces to support SMEs in the management of the COVID crisis-19

VIDEOS

Survey for the Thematic Commission "Gender Mainstreaming and Empowerment of Women and Youth"
By launching this survey BUSINESSMED aims among other objectives, to identify existing initiatives enabling women and young people to access decision-making positions, to identify obstacles to the development and promotion of women and youth in the private sector.

Survey for women entrepreneurs on the main challenges they face as a result of the coronavirus crisis

The results will contribute to policy formulation and decision-making that will help women entrepreneurs in Tunisia during and after the coronavirus crisis.

VARIOUS NEWS

EBRD launch of an open access e-learning and e-Counselling platform
The objective is to help micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) facing the economic impact of the coronavirus pandemic. These small private sector enterprises form the backbone of the economies of the countries where the EBRD invests.
Read more…

ENI CBC Med Programme launches a call for proposals for Capitalisation Projects with a total EU contribution of EUR 11 million. The main objective of the call is to promote and ensure the transfer, exploitation and integration of knowledge and results developed in the framework of different Euro-Mediterranean initiatives.
Read more…

Publication of the first biannual Newsletter of the MED Green Growth project
This community, of which BUSINESSMED is a part, works to develop strategic and political orientations relating to the main priority areas of the Green Deal and the European Union’s action plan for the circular economy.
Read more…
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